
BREXIT, here we go again...Are we all ready!!
BREXIT PLANNING

As we are all aware with the "dreaded Brexit"
pending or looming over us (again), we may have
to take special measures to prepare for either a
Hard exit leading to a worse trade deal than we
are currently in, this could mean delays with
sourcing raw material and goods to extra pricing
from the EU sourced products.
 
What Supplyline ID are trying to do is plan for the
future the best we can, so we are asking all
customers to "predict the future" just a little and
give us an idea of what products you may need in
the next 2-3 months or even further if it helps your
planning.
 
The main 2 areas that we think we could get the most issues would be labels (nearly all UK raw
material comes from a EU based country) and ribbons (most manufacturers have their stock holdings
in the EU for UK deliveries).

LABELS & PRINTER / CODING RIBBONS

Supplyline are prepared to offer all current or new
customers the chance to place orders before the end of
October 2019 that we will hold in stock or buy the raw
materials for, in preparation for what you will need in the
next few months.

This will guarantee you your current pricing and just as
importantly stock of the product when you need it, we will
hold this for you and only invoice it when required on a call
off type basis. We will also be happy to discuss longer
term contracts or call off orders for 6-12 months which is
becoming ever more popular to give you consistency of
supplies.

PRINTERS / MOBILE DEVICES & SCANNERS

We also have highlighted some products and brands in
the hardware section that include Printers / Mobile
Devices and Barcode Scanners that could also be
effected by a hard Brexit so any plans you may have



buying hardware would be worth knowing now.
 

WHAT WE ARE DOING

We will of course be increasing our stock holdings
across a range of our most popular products to help
spread any risk and to ensure we continue to supply or
customers with the service they have come to expect
from Supplyline ID and to cover the busy Christmas
periods as well as Brexit.
 
We appreciate you have enough to worry about with
your own Brexit concerns and we are all in limbo with what may or may not happen, but we would
welcome any feedback in helping us provide you the "Quality of Service" you expect from us and
what Supplyline ID are famous for.

Call 01403 865 111 to speak with our Sales Team
T: 01403 865111 E: info@supplylineid.com

www.supplylineid.com
Supplyline Auto ID Ltd

Supplyline House
Oakendene Industrial Estate

Cowfold, West Sussex RH13 8AZ
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